PARAGLIDING TANDEM EXPERIENCE
CARMONA

Tips to maximize your
How-To-Get There & Away.

enjoyment.

GOING
CARMONA

Best way to navigate to Carmona Paragliding Flysite is to use
WAZE or Google Map, just search for Monitor Gear Carmona it will
take you straight to the open field where our team can meet and
assist you.
GRAB service is available 24/7 in and around Metro Manila only, so
if you plan to ride grab make two-way deal. There is no GRAB
service in Carmona. You can easily search Monitor Gear Carmona
on GRAB.
Approximate fare Php 700 - 1200 oneway depending on traffic. Travel time from
Manila 45min to 2hours depending on traffic.

TAXI drivers most of the time are not too familiar with area outside
Merto Manila, therefore, keep your WAZE or Google Map handy
when riding a taxi.
Approximate fare Php 700 - 1200 oneway depending on traffic. Travel time from
Manila 45min to 2hours depending on traffic

Bus service from Metro Manila is available please visit website for
more detail www.jacliner.com or www.jam.com.ph. Disembark at
Carmona Crossing also known as (Carmona Toll Gate). From there
take a Jeepney ask the driver to drop you at Carmona check-point.
At the intersection there is a tricycle station, take a trike ask driver
to drop you at Carmona Paragliding Flysite. Fare should not be
more then 100 pesos. Riding back to Metro Manila is quite easy,
from check-point there are frequent Jeepney going to Alabang, get
off at Starmall, there are many options for commuting back to
Manila.

WHEN AT THE
FLYSITE.
Carmona Fly Site
Just 40 min drive from Makati is a pristine Paragliding
spot. If you love the spirit of free flying then begin your
experience by booking a Tandem Paragliding flight.

What to Bring
Meeting time is at 8:00am, best time to fly is in the early
morning. Bring hat, sun block, shades, long sleeve jersey.
Wear outdoor shoes, SLIPPERS ARE NO NO.

Meeting Point
Flysite is located on a vast open field near a small
mountain. Once you reach there please call our
representative on +63 916 288 5355. There are no
provision such as shops, restaurants or toilet at the site,
however, our reps are always ready to assist you. Bring
light snacks, juice and water.

Nature of Paragliding
Paragliding is 100% weather depended, sometimes we
have to wait for the right wind conditions. Come with
positive attitude because waiting for the right condition to
fly is part of Paragliding. The reward is always great!
Always talk to the pilot or the ground team they will be
more than happy to assist you at all time.

Attention
Just like any other outdoor activity you have to first travel to get
there and interact with many strangers on the way, and every
place has its risks and rewards. When at Carmona flysite avoid
interaction with people who are not assigned to you by your tour
operator. There might be other locals who would want to interact
with you to make some decent living to sell food or provision,
please always seek assistance from our ground team should you
need anything.
WHEN GOING EXTREME!
There are other private small operators who are present at the
flysite, non of those tandem pilots are affiliated with Paragliding
Philippines Inc, or its affiliated partners klook.com,
metrodeal.com or booking.com. Our certified pilots are strictly
instructed to use only certified wings in proper weather
conditions. We do not take risk nor chances. Multinational Travel
Corporations demand strict safety standards that is why they
work with Monitor Gear and not with small tandem operators.
Our utmost concern is safety and we will never compromise. We
have put in place easy system for refund in case your flight is
grounded or cancelled for safety concerns. Every extreme sport
carry inherent risk, always have positive attitude and beware of
being pushed to danger.

